[Anti-TNF alpha in rheumatoid arthritis].
Thanks to the better understanding of the physiopathological mechanisms in action in rheumatoid arthritis (RA), new therapeutic weapons have appeared, which have dramatically modified our approach of the disease. These so-called "biological" therapies antagonize the action of the cytokine at the top of the cascade which maintains the synovial inflammation, and leads to the joint destruction, i.e. the Tissue Necrosis Factor alpha (TNF alpha). Several controlled clinical studies have clearly demonstrated their short and middle term efficacy and safety profile, and they will soon become at the Belgian clinicians disposal. They have a rapid and dramatic effect on the signs and symptoms of RA and they slow down the radiologic progression. Some questions remain unresolved concerning their place in the general therapeutic strategy against RA, due to the uncertainties of their use in the long run, and to their cost.